中秋晚会节目单

Chinese Mid-Autumn Festival Celebration Program

Organizer: Chinese Program, Department of Asian Languages and Literature, DWLLC
Confucius Institute, University of Iowa

Hosts of Ceremony: Yuan Lu; Meijie Shen (Chinese Program Instructors)

1. Open remarks from Professor Helen Shen, Coordinator of the Chinese Program
2. 中秋介绍 Presentation about the Chinese Mid-Autumn Festival
   （to be determined）
3. 武术表演 Martial Arts
   尚晓尘 John Shang (Second-year Chinese)
4. 笛子和小提琴演奏: 茉莉花 Flute and Violin performance: Jasmine Flower
   万思德、俞裕敏 Nicole Westergard and Deborah Yu (Fourth-year Chinese)
5. 合唱: (TBD) Chorus
   高敬斗、马罗兰 Kyung Doo and Lauren Mathis (First-Year Chinese)
6. 天津 2012 Presentation: 天津 2012
   Accelerated Second-year Chinese students (Accelerated Second-Year Chinese)
7. 歌曲: 该忘了 Song: Time to forget
   崔智慧 Jihyae Choe (First-Year Chinese class)
8. 葫芦丝表演: 梦中的小竹楼 Cucurbit Flute Solo: Bamboo house in the dream
   杨小同 Xiaotong Yang (Chinese Instructor)
9. 歌曲: (TBD)
10. 武术表演 Martial Art(小雄拳)
    戴子龙 Christopher Dusek (Fourth-Year Chinese)
11. 合唱: 朋友 Chorus: Friends
    李在仁、金世元、徐玉笙 Jai Yeon Lee, Saewon Kim and Xu yusheng (First-year Chinese)
12. 合唱: 月亮代表我的心 Chorus: Moon represents my heart
    卢大伟、魏淑珍、金明阳 David Huebner, Destinee Gwee and Ben Ginger (Fourth-Year Chinese)
13. Ending remarks from Professor Chuanren Ke, Director of the Confucius Institute